Functional (Secondary) Adaptation to an Aquatic Life in Vertebrates: An Introduction to the Symposium.
One of the great transformations in evolution of vertebrates has been the return to the aquatic environment after the conquest of terrestrial ecosystems. With structural and physiological characteristics adapted to function on land, the various non-piscine taxa had to modify these characteristics to perform in water. Secondary aquatic vertebrates successfully transformed mechanisms for feeding, locomotion, osmoregulation, and sensory systems to function and thrive in an aqueous environment. This symposium emphasized the changes that had to be acquired to operate in the water with morphologies previously evolved to function on land. It brought together researchers working on different aspects of functional biology and on various taxa in order to illustrate the diversity in the required adaptations: the numerous convergences as well as the specific adaptive traits. The collection of talks, posters, and of the contributions to this special volume highlights recent advances in the understanding of the functional adaptations associated to secondary adaptation to an aquatic lifestyle in vertebrates.